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Education, Culture and Sport Committee

21st Meeting, 2002

Tuesday 3 September 2002

The Committee will meet at 2.00 pm in Committee Room 1

1. Subordinate Legislation: The Committee will consider the following negative
instruments—

The Teachers’ Superannuation (Scotland) Regulations 2002 (SSI 2002/288)

The Advisory Council (Establishment) (Scotland) Regulations 2002 (SSI
2002/293)

2. Proposed Bill on the Protection of Children: The Committee will consider its
approach to the expected Bill on the protection of children.

3. Appointment of Reporters: The Committee will consider the appointment of
reporters in relation to football in Scotland and the funding of Museums.

4. Petition PE9: The Committee will consider further correspondence received in
relation to Petition PE9 on Roman remains at Cramond.

5. Petition PE442: The Committee will give further consideration to PE442 on the
facilitation of the establishment of a film industry in Scotland.

6. Scotland in Sweden: The Committee will consider an invitation for the Convener
to attend a proposed Scotland in Sweden event.

The following papers are attached for this meeting—

Clerk's note and copy of SSI 2002/288          ED/02/21/1
(Agenda item 1)

Clerk's note and copy of SSI 2002/293      ED/02/21/2
(Agenda item 1)

Paper on the Proposed Bill on the Protection of Children ED/02/21/3



ED/02/21A

(Agenda item 2)

Note on appointment of Reporters         ED/02/21/4
(Agenda item 3)

Clerk’s note on Petition PE 9: Roman Remains at Cramond ED/02/21/5
 (Agenda item 4 - To follow)    

Clerk’s note on Petition PE 442: Scottish Film Industry ED/02/21/6
 (Agenda item 5+)
    
Scotland in Sweden Event ED/02/21/7
 (Agenda item 6)    

       Martin Verity
Clerk to the Committee

Room 2.7 Committee Chambers
Ext. 85204

Email: martin.verity@scottish.parliament.uk



ED/02/21/1

EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

3 September 2002

Scottish Statutory Instruments – SSI 2002/288

1. The Teachers’ Superannuation (Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2002, (SSI
2002/288), were laid on 10 June 2002, and are subject to annulment (negative
procedure). They came into force on 1July, and will remain in force, unless they
are annulled by the Parliament within 40 days, excluding the recess period, of
being laid before the Parliament i.e. 18 September 2002.

2. The Regulations make further amendments to the Teachers’ Superannuation
(Scotland) Regulations 1992.  The 1992 Regulations are the statutory provisions
governing the Scottish Teachers’ Superannuation Scheme which have been
amended regularly since 1992 to introduce revised benefits or requirements. Full
details are contained in the Executive Note attached to the SSI.

3. The Education, Culture and Sport Committee is the lead committee for this Order,
and should report to the Parliament by 9 September 2002.  There are no other
committees to report to this Committee. The Minister responsible is Mr Andrew
Kerr, the Minister for Finance and Public Services.

4. The Subordinate Legislation Committee reported on the Regulations in its 30th

Report 2002 and determined that the attention of the Parliament and the lead
committee should be drawn to the instrument.  The grounds for this determination
and the Executive’s response are given in the attached extract from the
Subordinate Legislation Committee’s 30th report. The Executive has advised that
drafting of consolidation of the 1992 Regulations and subsequent amending
Instrument is in process and will be consulted upon later in the year.

5.  A copy of the SSI, an explanatory note which is not part of the Order, the
Executive Note and an extract from the report of the Subordinate Legislation
Committee are attached.

6. The Committee is invited to consider whether it wishes to make any
recommendation in relation to the instrument. The Order is not subject to
amendment.

7. A procedural note is attached.

Ian Cowan Martin Verity
Assistant Clerk Clerk to the Committee



Extract from 30th Subordinate Legislation Report 2002

The Teachers’ Superannuation (Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2002, (SSI
2002/288)

Question
37. The Committee noted that these are the 15th set of amendments to the principal
Regulations, and in view of this, asked the Executive if it has any plans for
consolidation.

Answer
38. Replying, the Scottish Public Pensions Agency accepts the need to consolidate
and is taking steps in that direction. Consolidation will take place as soon as time
and resources permit. The Agency’s reply is reproduced at Appendix 4.

Report
39. The Committee draws the attention of the lead committee and the
Parliament to the Regulations on the grounds that the Regulations are in need
of consolidation and draws attention to the Agency’s response.

Appendix 4

THE TEACHERS’ SUPERANNUATION (SCOTLAND) AMENDMENT
REGULATIONS 2002, (SSI 2002/288)

On the 18th June 2002, the Committee asked for an explanation of the following
matter:
The Committee notes that these are the 15th amendment to the principal
Regulations, and in view of this, asks the Executive if it has any plans for
consolidation.

The Scottish Executive responds as follows:
1. The Agency accepts the need to consolidate and is taking steps towards this.
Consolidation will take place as soon as time and resources permit.
Scottish Public Pensions Agency

20th June 2002



Procedural Note

Standing Orders

1. The procedures for dealing with Scottish Statutory Instruments (SSIs) are
covered by Chapter 10 of Standing Orders.  SSIs are laid by being lodged with
the chamber clerks, and are published in the Business Bulletin.  They are
referred to the Subordinate Legislation Committee, the appropriate subject
committee (the ‘lead committee’), and, where relevant, any other committee.

SSIs subject to annulment:  ‘negative instruments’

2. Where an SSI is subject to annulment, it comes into force on a specified date and
then remains in force unless it annulled by the Parliament.  Any MSP may by
motion propose to the lead committee that the committee recommend that
nothing further is to be done under the instrument.  Such motions are lodged with
the chamber clerks.

3. The lead committee debates such a motion for no more than 90 minutes.

4. The lead committee reports to the Parliament, setting out its recommendations.  If
it recommends annulment, the Bureau will propose to the Parliament a motion
that nothing further is to be done under the instrument

5. All the above must take place within 40 days of the instrument being laid,
excluding recesses of more than 4 days.

6. To date, no motion to annul SSI 2002/288 has been lodged with the chamber
clerks.

Proceedings in the committee

7. This committee is invited to discuss the SSI. Members will then be asked whether
the committee wishes to make any recommendation in its report to the
Parliament.



ED/02/21/2

EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

3 September 2002

Scottish Statutory Instruments – SSI 2002/293

1. The Advisory Council (Establishment) (Scotland) Regulations 2002, (SSI
2002/293), were laid on 10 June 2002, and are subject to annulment (negative
procedure). They came into force on 1July, and will remain in force, unless they
are annulled by the Parliament within 40 days, excluding the recess period, of
being laid before the Parliament i.e. 18 September 2002.

2. The Regulations establish the Advisory Council to the Board of the Scottish
Qualifications Authority for the purposes of considering matters relating to
qualifications devised or awarded by the SQA, and its functions and procedure.
Full details are contained in the Executive Note attached to the SSI.

3. The Education, Culture and Sport Committee is the lead committee for this Order,
and should report to the Parliament by 9 September 2002.  There are no other
committees to report to this Committee. The Minister responsible is Mr Nicol
Stephen, Deputy Minister for Education and Young People.

4. The Subordinate Legislation Committee reported on the Regulations in its 30th

Report 2002 and determined that the attention of the Parliament and the lead
committee should be drawn to the instrument on two issues.  The Subordinate
Legislation Committee has reported that there are doubts as to whether aspects
of the Regulations are intra vires and there are elements of defective drafting.
Details of the Subordinate Legislation Committees concerns and the Executive’s
responses to them are given in the attached extract from the Subordinate
Legislation Committee’s 30th report.

5.  A copy of the SSI, an explanatory note which is not part of the Order, the
Executive Note and an extract from the report of the Subordinate Legislation
Committee are attached.

6. The Committee is invited to consider whether it wishes to make any
recommendation in relation to the instrument. The Order is not subject to
amendment.

7. A procedural note is attached.

Ian Cowan Martin Verity
Assistant Clerk Clerk to the Committee



Extract from 30th Subordinate Legislation Report 2002

The Advisory Council (Establishment) (Scotland) Regulations 2002, (SSI 2002/293)

Background
43. The Committee raised two points with the Executive on this instrument.

Question 1
44. Regulation 4 appears as drafted to prescribe the purposes of the Advisory
Council, which are to be as set out in section 3(1) of the enabling Act. It was unclear
to the Committee what purpose the provision is intended to serve. There seems to
be nothing in the Act that allows the Scottish Ministers to make Regulations
specifying the purpose of the Council. The Committee therefore requested an
explanation of the power authorising regulation 4 and the purpose of the provision
given the terms of the enabling Act.

Answer 1
45. In its reply, reproduced at Appendix 6, the Education Department states that the
intended purpose of regulation 4 is to contribute to the structure and flow of the
Regulations as a whole, with the aim of making them as comprehensible as possible.

46. The Department considers that the power authorising regulation 4 is derived,
implicitly, from section 3(1) of the enabling Act, which states that Scottish Ministers
may by regulations establish a Council for those purposes which are detailed
subsequently within section 3. The Department acknowledges that section 3 does
not explicitly provide for what has been set out within regulation 4, although it
submits that regulation 4 does not, in any event, materially affect the actual operation
of the Regulations.

Report
47. As regulation 4 simply refers the reader to section 3 of the Act it is not clear how
helpful this is to the reader. The Committee agrees that the regulation does not affect
the operation of the instrument but a doubt remains as to whether, as drafted, it is
technically intra vires.

48. This is a point to which the Committee has drawn attention on previous
occasions. The difficulty, it appears to the Committee, is that regulation 4 is drafted
in the form of a substantive, rather than a descriptive, provision. It gives the
impression that the Regulations can prescribe the purposes of the Advisory Council
whereas it is the parent Act that sets out these functions and the Act does not confer
any power on Ministers to intromit with those functions.

49. Regulations may only be made in so far as allowed by the parent Act. As the
parent Act, in this instance, does not contain any relevant power, as the Department
appears to admit, there is doubt as to the vires of regulation 4. The Committee
therefore draws the point to the attention of the lead Committee and the
Parliament. The Committee points out, however, that this is a technical drafting fault
that will have no effect on the operation of Regulations.



Question 2
50. The Committee also noted that the enabling power allows provision to be made
for the appointment of a convener of the Council. Regulation 5 provides that the
Council is to consist of between 15 and 25 members of whom one is to be appointed
as convener. Regulation 6 provides for each member of the Council to be appointed
by the Scottish Ministers, but the Regulations do not say who is to appoint the
convener. The Executive was asked to clarify the point.

Answer 2
51. In clarifying the point raised concerning appointment of the convener, the
Department advises firstly that such appointment is to be made by the Scottish
Ministers.

52. In the Department’s view, it may have been helpful if regulation 5 had expressly
provided for the convener being appointed by the Scottish Ministers. But regulation 6
does provide that the Scottish Ministers shall appoint each member of the Council,
and such appointments shall include, therefore, the convener, as one of those
members.

53. Furthermore, regulations 5 and 6 may be read in conjunction with section 3(3) of
the Act, which provides that "A person may be convener of the Advisory Council only
if that person is a member of the SQA". Members of the SQA are themselves
appointed by the Scottish Ministers. It is anticipated that only one individual will be
appointed who shall be a member of both the Advisory Council (and therefore
convener of it, and appointed by the Scottish Ministers) and a member of the SQA.

54. Reading regulations 5 and 6 together, and also taking account of section 3(3), it
is submitted that the Regulations do make adequate provision for the convener’s
appointment being made by the Scottish Ministers.

Report
55. The Committee had a little difficulty with the Department’s arguments. It is
confirmed that the Scottish Ministers are to appoint the convener but the Regulations
do not so provide.

56. The Regulations do provide for the members of the Council to be appointed by
the Ministers and the convener must in terms of the Act be a member of the Council.
It is noted also that the Act provides that the person appointed as convener must
also be a member of the SQA (who are also appointed by Ministers). It does not,
however, follow that therefore the Scottish Ministers appoint the convener as
opposed to, for example, the Council itself.

57. As the Executive intends to appoint only one member of Council from the SQA,
in practice the admitted gap in the Regulations should cause no practical difficulty.
However, in appointing only one member from the SQA the Executive could be said
to be "fettering its discretion" in this respect, which itself might be questionable in
legal terms. In any event, in the Committee’s view, it cannot be satisfactory that filling
a gap in Regulations should be left to administrative devices and therefore it appears
that the Regulations are, to that extent, defectively drafted.



58. The Committee draws the attention of the lead committee and the
Parliament to the Regulations on the grounds that there are doubts as to
whether they are intra vires on point 1 and of defective drafting on point 2.

Appendix 6
THE ADVISORY COUNCIL (ESTABLISHMENT) (SCOTLAND) REGULATIONS
2002, (SSI 2002/293)

On 18 June the Committee asked the Executive for an explanation of the following
matters:
"The Committee notes regulation 4 appears as drafted to prescribe the purposes of
the Advisory Council, which are to be as set out in section 3(1) of the enabling Act. It
is unclear what purpose this provision is intended to serve. There appears to be
nothing in the Act that allows the Ministers to make Regulations specifying the
purpose of the Council. The Committee therefore requests an explanation of the
power authorising regulation 4 and the purpose of the provision given the terms of
the enabling Act."
The Committee also asked the Executive to clarify the following point -
"The Committee also notes that the enabling power allows provision to be made for
the appointment of a convener of the Council. Regulation 5 provides that the Council
is to consist of between 15 and 25 members of whom one is to be appointed as
convener. Regulation 6 provides for each member of the Council to be appointed by
the Scottish Ministers, but the Regulations do not say who is to appoint the
convener. The Executive is asked to clarify the point."

The Scottish Executive Education Department responds as follows:
First Question
1. The intended purpose of regulation 4 is to contribute to the structure and flow of
the Regulations as a whole, with the aim of making them as comprehensible as
possible.

It is considered that the power authorising regulation 4 is derived, implicitly, from
section 3(1) of the enabling Act, which states that Scottish Ministers may by
regulations establish a Council for those purposes which are detailed subsequently
within section 3. It is acknowledged that section 3 does not explicitly provide for what
has been set out within regulation 4, although it is submitted that regulation 4 does
not, in any event, materially affect the actual operation of the Regulations.

Second Question
2. In clarifying the point raised concerning appointment of the convener, the
Executive advises firstly that such appointment is to be made by Scottish Ministers.
It may have been helpful if Regulation 5 had expressly provided for the convener
being appointed by Scottish Ministers, but Regulation 6 does provide that each
member of the Council shall be appointed by the Scottish Ministers, and such
appointments shall include, therefore, the convenor, as one of those members.
Further, Regulations 5 and 6 may be read in conjunction with section 3(3) of the Act,
which provides that "A person may be convener of the Advisory Council only if that
person is a member of the SQA". Members of the SQA are themselves appointed by
Scottish Ministers. It is anticipated that only one individual will be appointed who



shall be a member of both the Advisory Council (and therefore convener of it, and
appointed by Scottish Ministers) and a member of the SQA.
Reading Regulations 5 and 6 together, and also taking account of section 3(3), it is
submitted that the Regulations do make adequate provision for the convener’s
appointment being made by Scottish Ministers.

Scottish Executive Education Department
20 June 2002



Procedural Note

Standing Orders

1. The procedures for dealing with Scottish Statutory Instruments (SSIs) are
covered by Chapter 10 of Standing Orders.  SSIs are laid by being lodged with
the chamber clerks, and are published in the Business Bulletin.  They are
referred to the Subordinate Legislation Committee, the appropriate subject
committee (the ‘lead committee’), and, where relevant, any other committee.

SSIs subject to annulment:  ‘negative instruments’

2. Where an SSI is subject to annulment, it comes into force on a specified date and
then remains in force unless it annulled by the Parliament.  Any MSP may by
motion propose to the lead committee that the committee recommend that
nothing further is to be done under the instrument.  Such motions are lodged with
the chamber clerks.

3. The lead committee debates such a motion for no more than 90 minutes.

4. The lead committee reports to the Parliament, setting out its recommendations.  If
it recommends annulment, the Bureau will propose to the Parliament a motion
that nothing further is to be done under the instrument

5. All the above must take place within 40 days of the instrument being laid,
excluding recesses of more than 4 days.

6. To date, no motion to annul SSI 2002/288 has been lodged with the chamber
clerks.

Proceedings in the committee

7. This committee is invited to discuss the SSI. Members will then be asked whether
the committee wishes to make any recommendation in its report to the
Parliament.



ED/02/21/3

EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

3 September 2002

The Proposed Bill on the Protection of Children

1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to propose an approach for the Education Committee to
take to its consideration of the Protection of Children Bill.

2. Background
In 1996 Lord Cullen reported on the inquiry into the shootings at Dunblane primary
school, and in 1999, the tribunal of inquiry reported on child abuse in North Wales.
Both these reports addressed the issue of the employment and recruitment of staff
suitable for working with children.

In the programme for Government, the Scottish Executive said,

“We will establish a consultancy index of adults deemed unsuitable to work with
children”

The Bill aims to put in place the necessary provisions to allow the index to be
established.  The main points of the Bill are outlined in a Scottish Executive press
release (SE3038/2001):

• The index will list people who have been dismissed from employment or
voluntary work with children, and may pose a risk to children

• Those on the index – as well as those convicted of certain serious offences
against children – would commit a criminal offence if they work with children.
Maximum sentence of 5 years or unlimited fine.

• Employers will be placed under a duty to notify Executive of people they judge
should be considered for inclusion – e.g. if they have dismissed someone in
circumstances which suggest they might pose a risk to children.

• It will become compulsory for state-regulated organisations such as schools,
nursery schools, after school clubs, hospitals etc to check index if they want to
employ someone to work with children.  Other organisations will be able to check
information.

A consultancy index has been established for some time in England, and was put
onto a statutory footing through the Protection of Children Act 1999.  Therefore, staff
recruited for certain posts are checked for criminal records, and also for inclusion on
the consultancy list.  In Scotland, the posts that require checks are more limited in
scope, and only checked for criminal records or dismissal from the teaching
profession.

The effect of this is that regulation in this matter is tighter in England than it is in
Scotland.  The provisions within the Bill would help to rectify this imbalance.
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3. Written and Oral Evidence

Written Evidence

It is suggested that the Committee issues a general call for written evidence as soon
as the Bill is introduced.

Additionally it is suggested that the following organisations be asked specifically to
give written evidence:

Criminal Records Bureau
Department of Health (including Social Services and Public Safety which holds the
list for Northern Ireland)
General Teaching Council
General Medical Council
Nursing and Midwifery Council
Scouts Association
Guides Association
Boys Brigade

The Committee may wish to consider inviting the Criminal Records Bureau,
Department of Health and Northern Ireland Register to give oral evidence if
questions arise from their written evidence.

Oral Evidence

It is suggested that the Committee takes oral evidence at 3 consecutive committee
meetings and it is further suggested that the following organisations be invited to
give oral evidence:

Minister for Education and Young People

Lord Cullen

Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care
Social Services Council

Association of Directors of Social Work
Association of the Directors of Education in Scotland
COSLA

Scottish Criminal Records Office

NHS Scotland

Scottish Human Rights Centre

STUC
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Children in Scotland

SCVO
Volunteer Development Scotland

Youth Link Scotland

Panel of Church representatives from various faiths

Groups of parents from a local authority area
Other parents groups as appropriate

sportscotland
Scottish Sports Association
Scottish Association of Local Sports Councils

Scottish Independent Nursery Association
Scottish Council of Independent Schools

Proposed Timetable

It is envisaged that the Bill will be introduced early in September and on that basis, it
is suggested that oral evidence be taken at Committee meetings on 24 September, 1
October and 8 October.  It is further suggested that the deadline for written
submissions under the general call for evidence should be 30 September and that
the deadline for written evidence from specifically invited organisations should be 19
September.

Recommendation

The Committee is invited to consider the proposed list of witnesses and to agree to
the approach as outlined.



ED/02/21/4

EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

3 September 2002

Appointment of Reporters

At its planning seminar on 27 and 28 August 2002, the Committee considered the
issue of finances and youth development in Scottish football together with a petition
on fans’ participation in the decision making process of Scottish football.  It was
suggested that these issues should be taken forward by appointing a reporter on the
matter and the Committee is invited to endorse this approach to appoint a reporter.

The Committee also considered the issue of museums funding following an audit
which was carried out under the auspices of the Museums Council.  It was
suggested that two reporters be appointed to produce a briefing paper for the
Committee and the Committee is invited to endorse this approach and to appoint two
reporters.

Susan Duffy Martin Verity
Senior Assistant Clerk Clerk to the Committee



ED/02/21/5

EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

3 September 2002

Petition PE 9: Roman Remains at Cramond  (Petition by Mr Ronald
Guild)

Action to date

1. The Committee reported to Parliament on this petition in its 5th Report,
2000.

2. The Development Quality Sub-Committee of the Planning Committee of
the City of Edinburgh Council is to consider a report from the Head of
Planning and Strategy of the City Development Department on an
application for the development of the site.

3. The petitioner, Mr Ronald Guild, has written to the Convener expressing
concern over the recommendations in the report.

Information

1. A copy of Mr Guild’s letter is attached

2. A copy of the Council’s report has been forwarded to members  (Additional
copies will be available from the clerks at the meeting)

Ian Cowan  Martin Verity
Assistant Clerk  Clerk to the Committee



ED/02/21/6

EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

3 September 2002

Petition PE 442: Petition by Mr Howard Campbell and Sir Sean Connery

The Petition

1. The petitioners are calling on the Scottish Parliament to facilitate the
setting up of a film industry in Scotland.

Action to date

2. The petition was first considered by the Public Petitions Committee (PPC)
on Tuesday 5 February 2002 when it sought an update from the Executive
on the National Cultural Strategy initiatives related to the film industry in
Scotland.

3. The PPC consider the Executive’s response at its meeting on 23 April
2002.  The PPC agreed to refer the petition to the Education, Culture and
Sport Committee for further consideration.

4. The Education, Culture and Sport Committee considered PE 442 at its
meeting on 7 May and agreed to discuss the future handling of this petition
during its Planning Seminar on 27 August.

Information

5. A copy of the petition and copies of briefing notes for members of the PPC
are attached.

6. The Executive’s response to the PPC, considered at its meeting of 23
April, is also attached.

Ian Cowan  Martin Verity
Assistant Clerk  Clerk to the Committee



ED/02/21/7

EDUCATION, CULTURE AND SPORT COMMITTEE

3 September 2002

Scotland in Sweden event

The Scottish Executive, in liaison with the British Embassy, is organising a Scotland
in Sweden week in October in Stockholm, based on the model of Scotland in Europe
week.

The Presiding Officer has agreed to represent the Parliament and will visit the
Swedish Parliament. A number of events are proposed during the week that are
relevant to the work of the Education, Culture and Sport Committee. These include
discussions on Scottish culture and sports marketing - see the attached provisional
programme. The Committee has been invited to nominate a representative to attend
the week on its behalf.

A similar invitation has been extended to the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning
Committee which has agreed to nominate its Convener to represent it at the event.

Recommendation

The Committee is invited to nominate a member to attend Scotland in Sweden
week as its representative.

Martin Verity
Clerk to the Committee



Scotland In Sweden Week - Provisional Programme

Wednesday 16
October

Thursday 17
October

Friday 18
October

Saturday 19
October

Morning • Golf
marketing
event

• PO and MSP visit
to Swedish
Parliament

• Science round
table – event for
Scottish and
Swedish
scientists.

• Curling event
begins

• Golf marketing
event

• Political
Seminar on
Devolution.

• Golf
marketing
event

Lunch • Biotech
networking lunch

• Tourism
marketing lunch

• Seminar
lunch

• Possible
tourism lunch

• Possible
seminar on
cultural
policy

Afterno
on

• Human Rights
and FOI
Seminar.
(Uppsala)

• Speech on stem
cell research

• Golf marketing
event

• Golf
marketing
event

• Possible
seminar on
cultural
policy

Evening • Scottish
cultural
event
showcasing
contempora
ry Scottish
culture

• Science
reception.
(Swedish Royal
Academy of
Science)

• Yachting tourism
and Scottish food
promotion

• Human Rights
and FOI
reception and
dinner.
(Uppsala)

• Scottish theatre
event

• Scottish
theatre event

• Possible
gala folk
concert.

N.B. This programme remains subject to change.


